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Tightness in the styrene markets is likely to take a 
lead role in influencing the European polystyrene 
(PS) market over the next few months. A €40/tonne 
spike in the European styrene barge contract price 
for November looks likely to lift PS prices, and 
result in some margin erosion for standalone PS 
producers. To read more, subscribe to the Europe 
PS price forecast report. Find out more and  
download a free sample here. 

US styrene markets are tight as a result of  
unplanned outages, leaving less material for 
export to Europe. There are two planned outages 
scheduled for the first quarter of next year, so it is 
unlikely that the tightness will ease for the next few 
months at least. Added to this are low inventories 
in China, which has sent Chinese buyers to the 
market looking for material and contributed to the 
latest spike in spot prices in Asia and consequently 
Europe. Higher styrene numbers are now forecast 
for next month, which is again likely to push up  
PS prices.

A large portion of the speeches at the ICIS 15th 
World Aromatics & Derivatives conference will 
focus on the styrenics chain. After years of low 
growth and oversupply, things seem to be looking 
up for the chain and aggressive consolidation and 
falling raw material costs have helped to boost 
profitability (click here for more detail on the  
outlook for the aromatics chain). 
 
Indeed despite the increase in styrene costs, 2016  
integrated and standalone PS margins remain  
significantly above historic levels. However most 
players do not believe this will change in the  
short-term: talking to attendees at the K Fair, which 
took place in Dusseldorf last month, few can see a 
catalyst to push spreads lower. (Click here to find 
out what else the market was talking about at the K 
fair). Most buyers continue to look for ways to  
substitute to other, cheaper polymers. Views on 
this differed, with one buyer believing that a new 
wave of research and development would reduce 

its PS purchases in 2017, by moving to  
polypropylene (PP) instead. However, other buyers 
thought that the bulk of substitution had already 
been done. 

And looking at growth rates, the substitution effect 
does seem to have slowed, with styrenic plastics 
not losing share at such a pace. At first glance 
this seems puzzling: both the elevated price and 
ongoing environmental concerns are still in place. 
But for many applications the technical limitations 
mean that other, cheaper polymers are not  
appropriate. Those consumers that can switch 
polymers already have. 

Rhian O’Connor will be presenting at the ICIS 15th 
World Aromatics & Derivatives conference in  
Vienna, Austria, this month. 
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Find out more about the ICIS polystyrene 
price forecast report and download a  
sample here.
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